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Editorial

A lot of new things are happening!

When you look at the website (and please do) you will find
that a lot of changes have been made. However if there are
things that need updating, please send the Webmaster an email.  The
Webmaster is working on a special part of the website where members
will have access to extra information and material with a password and
maybe will even be able to update their details.  Do keep an eye on the
website on a regular basis because changes occur now very regularly.  In
next Concertina World you will read more.

Numbers of visitors to the website have gone up and in February are
about 40 per day from all over the world.  All items on the website are
being investigated and if necessary will be modified.  Events can be
published but you need to give us the details.

In December the Committee decided in their regular meeting to appoint a
Membership Secretary, Martin Henshaw, besides the Treasurer.

The Librarian is now providing the Webmaster on a regular basis with
items that are in the library and small extracts of interviews will also be
published on the website.

On the last pages of this issue you will find a small extract from the ICA
Newsletter 325, published March 1985.  We are still looking for missing
Newsletters of the ICA.  On the website which is now fully revised you will
find under "Archive" which ones are in the Archive.  Are there any
numbers before 413 that you do not see and which you may have??  We
are very interested in copies in order to complete the archive.

Many thanks to all contributors:  Roger Digby, Peter Dyson, Christian
Emms, Anne Gregson, Sally Harris, Gill Noppen-Spacie, Göran Rahm,
Harry Scurfield, Chris Timson and Dan Worrall.

There has been a slight delay in producing this edition but I will try hard
to keep up the timing.

I do hope you enjoy reading Concertina World and look forward to all
contributions.

Pauline
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Learning to play the concertina
Bruce (Tomo) Thomson reporting to and answering questions from
Pauline de Snoo.

I was emailing with Bruce and thought it would be a nice idea to follow
his way of self study and progress on the English Concertina. Maybe
there are some things readers would like to try for themselves. He ac-
cepted my idea and is now reporting on a regular basis.

1. Tell me a little about how you came to the concertina and what type
and what made you decide to play it more often now?

The pleasant, undulating music of the concertina has wafted into my
consciousness all my life.  I especially enjoyed songs accompanied by
it - French and Irish and German.

In the 80s, while active in a folk club in Wellington here in New
Zealand, I bought a bright red children's concertina.  It was cheap and
easy - the left hand side had chords (easy) rather than single notes. I
sang a few folk songs with it, but sold it after a while. While living ten
years in Montreal, Quebec, I loved the accordion music of the French
population too. In the 2000s I rejoined the folk scene and was thrilled
by the Irish concertina player Seamus Begley's playing at our club. I
bought his CD 'Ragairne' (Revelling at Night') - wonderful, with Jim
Murray on guitar. I've played it hundreds of times. Every Tuesday and
Friday here our local folkies have sessions. I cycle to these, with guitar
and banjo strapped vertically on a large basket on the carrier. A
concertina is a marvellously portable instrument, so I thought I could
carry one of them too. Some sessions see an older friend playing - I've
backed him for years on my guitar. Pining to play more, this Christmas
2009/2010 I bought myself a cheap 'Sunny' brand English 48-button
concertina for $US235 on eBay. It's pretty, but just-usable quality.
Starting 3 Jan 2010 I'm teaching myself from YouTube videos, and
homemade course ware - practicing twice a day until I can play any
melody or chord, and read script music. I've promised myself a better
quality concertina if, by the end of this year, I have persisted to
achieve excellently useful ability . So far so good (just at day ten
though). To help motivate myself I created an image of me enjoying
playing ecstatically and stuck it on my bedroom mirror. [next page].

Note: I have a small 'cheat' headstart - I was in brass bands for years,
and learned a bit of piano, so I can already read simple music. I have a
good musical ear, but my memory at age 61 is poor, slowing learning.
This concertina learning regime tries to copycat a previous success -
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my (now habitual) daily jog or weights
exercises, done for a decade.  So this
is another adventure in both
motivation and music.

The progress is that by looking at a
diagram of chords printed out from
http://www.tremblantcondos.net/wm_
english_chords.html
I can now play a few of the major,
minor and seventh chords C to E, to
sing to. To help me, I spent hours of
non-practical time creating a three
page guide adapted from it, for the
chords for the beautiful 'Ashokan
Farewell' waltz in D, and haltingly play
those chords (D A Em Bm G A7),
singing the tune. I also created a

visual map guide with zig-zag lines on the diagram to show several
scales, and can play some of the scales. I'm starting to get some feel
for the location of the buttons, but still constantly bungle. I don't let
myself look at the buttons, I want to know them by feel. A friend
emailed saying that if the ending experience of a session is enjoyable,
the memory is 'locked onto it' so you will look forward to the next
practice. I'll try to do that by doing fun stuff near the end. In spare
time I roam YouTube and am inspired by videos that intoxicate me
with joy, for example Ernestine Healy (Irish concertina) and Fionnuala
Rooney (Harp) at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PoPKvrD-9jw and
'Sorrow' played by Bernhard Molique, Opus 61. Pauline de Snoo on
English Concertina and Chris van de Kuilen on piano. Down to earth,
despite half a month, I'm still not good enough to emerge among
muso friends tomorrow night at a session we're having in my shed. I'll
just play guitar and banjo and autoharp as usual. Concertina with
friends will really put wind in my learning motivation sails I think.

CONCERTINA REPORT 2

Hi from New Zealand.

This is end of January, after day doing two half-hour practices for a
month. I also spent about ten hours either foraging for learning material
or creating it. You're welcome to use the keyboard maps I created -
attached.  Also, on YouTube I've done a dreadful video to show you these
bumbling first achievements - do a search for 'tomo concertina'. I'm the
old guy with the blue shirt and beret.
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It's 7 minutes, and a bit boring, and the sound quality is terrible (future
ones will be better) but it shows my face and documents what I can do,
and at the end gives a smile and encourages others to keep practicing.

At some sessions an elderly gentleman friend plays celtic and general
concertina - I've accompanied him for years on guitar.

PROGRESS AND SETBACKS
Since the last report I've gained the ability to (slowly, haltingly,with
mistakes) play from music notation. I do the simpler tunes in the
'Penguin Australian Songbook'. (Caution: I already knew music notation
from brass band experience.) I wasted many hours trying to figure out or
invent easy/fast ways of knowing which button is which note on each side
of the keyboard. In retrospect, if you already know how to read music I
think it's just better to make a nice big colourful 'child-like' map of the
keyboard and just plod away at some nice little tunes until you get faster.
Attached is the map I'm using. So is a page showing some major scales
(with zig-zag lines showing where the next keypress is). I've found it
quite handy, but am still not sure it's ideal.
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HELP FROM AN ALIEN CONCERTINA PLAYERS

In an online egroup you can join at
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/concertinaclub/ I asked for advice
on best learning methods. A guy helpfully responded:
"Bruce: I suggest practicing arpeggios and octaves, as well as scales. The
organization of the buttons makes arpeggios particularly suitable for
getting accustomed to the placement of the fingers for notes in the major
keys of C, G, F, D, A, D and the relative minors. I suggest limiting your
beginning work to the octave and a half between middle C and A in the
next octave, for intervals, thirds and fifths come first. The octaves are a
bit tricky, so it's good to practice these after you have gotten your
bearing on this early on the first octave or so. Hope this helps. - Paul".

Thanks Paul - I might create some maps of arpeggios and octaves and
intervals. My local friend tried out my cheap (US$235) Sunny brand
concertina. He said the bellows were a bit stiff, and some notes were a
bit weak, but agreed that it
was bearable to learn on. He also said he often opened his own Hohner
concertina up to remove fluff blocking notes. I'd been told on a website
never to dare tinker with the insides. As a keen handyman myself I was
pleased, and might do so later. But I've promised myself a much better
concertina if I become proficient by the end of 2010.

CHORDS FOR SINGING TO
I can also now play, less haltingly, the chords-only accompaniment of
that song, 'Ashokan Farewell'. Because it's so pretty (chosen deliberately
to make practices enjoyable), I often use it to start and end my practice.
This applies the rule of psychology that the first and last bits of a session
are remembered - you look forward to the next practice (or at least
procrastinate less).

PROCRASTINATION, AND REVVING UP MOTIVATION
Oh yes, I do procrastinate. But so far I've never failed to practice. Note:
When I discovered the obvious progress arising from sight reading simple
tunes, my confidence soared. It was the extra certainty that the dream of
playing well could be realised. So, even though I know it will take time, I
am more contented and resolute. Probably a crucial reason why people
quit is that they just lose faith that success is possible. As mentioned,
I've put up on a bedroom mirror a 'visualisation' picture, frequently seen.
It's a beautiful art picture from the Web, of an accordionist playing. In
PaintBrush I replaced his face with a photo of mine, smiling, eyes closed
with joy.
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SUMMARY

After a month of daily practices I can haltingly sight-read simple tunes
from notation. I can haltingly play a chords-only 'hummed'
accompaniment of 'Ashokan Farewell'. I did so in front of amused friends
in our weekly music session in my shed - my first ever playing accordion
to others. I can slowly play up and down the scales C, D, G, mostly
looking at visual maps of the keyboard zig-zags to follow. I procrastinate
sometimes. I'm still insecure and fumbling, frequently pressing wrong
buttons. The best discovery was the learning acceleration caused by sight
reading simple tunes while referring to a 'cheat' map of the keyboards.
Morale and hope are good, 'no day missed' yet. <>

Jürgen Sutnner repair workshop

Jürgen Suttner gave a repair workshop February 2010 in Amsterdam.  It
attracted a nice group of players of various types of concertina  and it
was the best gathering of players since the workshop of Steve Dickinson
in 2002, which took also place in the Netherlands.
Everybody seems to be doing their own repairs in the Netherlands.
PS <>
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Hawkwood Concertina Band 2010
Sally Harris

The last weekend in January is a high point of my year with seeing old
friends, luxuriating in Hawkwood’s hospitality and enjoying the
stimulating process of becoming familiar with new arrangements of band
music. By the end of Sunday when I drove home to Bath after sticky
flapjacks and a cup of tea, my head was swimming with new marches
and tunes.

Yes – more Marches and Tunes, but we are keeping this year’s to our-
selves. Unless you were with us over the weekend, you will have to make
do with my review. And if at the end of it, you long to hear a concertina
band in full voice then do buy last year’s Hawkwood CD from
www.concertinaband.org.uk or Jenny Cox. I listened to it yet again after I
got home and it sounded better than ever.

We learned a lot over the weekend. “Try to eliminate the random” we
were told by Steve Ellis, our inspirational conductor. We tried. “Basses –
just wait before you plonk.” We waited. “Rit. is going to become a swear
word.” I’m not sure it did, but we felt a little uncomfortable. Jenny had
sent us music for five whole band pieces and two half bands, a lovely
selection with plenty of variety both in type of music and in the instru-
ments and parts allocated. I played treble with plenty of tune in Liberty
Bell, Selections from Showboat, and Across The Western Ocean, treble
with supporting pulse in La Calinda, baritone in All Aboard, and bass in
Blue Skies.

We leapt into action with Liberty Bell on Friday evening, returning to it
later on Saturday with an even more rousing rendition when Ruth Hunt
joined us on percussion. She sat just behind me and kept me on my toes
and up to speed, especially for the final dash to the finish. We had
started the day by getting into our stride with two Welsh hymns. In the
first, Llansanan, we went faster as we got louder and Steve told us that
this is “a very concertina thing” so we did our best to buck the trend. In
Arwelfa, we obediently played every beat as if it were written as quavers
and then as triplets, and it did appear to help us play more steadily.

Having said that we started with Liberty Bell on Friday, I find I’m uncer-
tain as to which pieces were played when. However, I do recall embark-
ing Across The Western Ocean after a comfortingly large Saturday lunch
and being lulled into a state of deep calm during a long discussion about
dynamics. For rehearsal purposes, trebles one and two (including me)
were shipped to a different room by Dave Townsend who had composed
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the arrangement. He assured us that it would be easier to rehearse sepa-
rately and then combine, which “may sound incredibly complicated but
turn out to be entirely straightforward, or possibly the opposite way
round”.

After regrouping, it became apparent that during our three stretches of
many-bar rests, the other group had been tampering with the time signa-
tures and with what I regarded as our tunes as well as introducing their
own tunes. I leave you to draw your own conclusions as to complication
vs straightforwardness. The others discovered that our group had words
as well as melody, and that we could sing and play at the same time.
Steve told us to count the bars of rest and we couldn’t go wrong, which
made us all feel a lot more confident unless we did go wrong. I found it
easier and safer to recognise the musical cues as downtime drew to an
end and could then enjoy listening to the other parts until the cues came
along. We worked hard and the final result was wonderful. I hope Dave
felt that we had done full justice to his creativity.

La Calinda by Delius brought back happy memories. I first came across it
as an arrangement for two pianos when I played duets in the early days
of university with a friend who subsequently became my husband. It is a
sweet, gentle melody which repeatedly swells then fades, so it was im-
portant to follow the dynamics closely. We took care to do this and I be-
lieve we played it very well.

Blue Skies was a delight. I was in my element, playing a moving bass line
with a “lively swing” as instructed on my score and we nipped along at a
cracking pace. My delight was heightened by Sarah who played her dou-
ble bass just over my left shoulder.  On Sunday afternoon, when we per-
formed all the pieces, the Blue Skiers had a chance to hear the other half
band play Sonata Quarta which Carolyn Wade conducted. Another lovely
piece though clearly a very different genre.

Something a little odd had been planned when it came to All Aboard. I
should first explain that the band had been arranged, up to this point,
with basses and baritones in the central area of seating rather than to
one side, an arrangement that had worked well when recording the
Marches and Tunes CD last year. But for All Aboard, we found ourselves
seated in three wedges, each wedge a complete mini band. This was dif-
ferent, and it was good fun. Each mini band played alone, in turn, until
the coda when we all leapt into the fray. I wouldn’t like to say that the
performance was a masterpiece but I’m glad not to have missed the ex-
perience and could appreciate what a different overall sound each group
of concertinas produced.
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Jenny puts charts up on the wall showing where we will be sitting for
each piece and we consult this on arrival, jotting the seating down
against each of our pieces. For Selections From Showboat, I was playing
treble 4, often a humble part but I nevertheless found myself sitting on
the front row and even playing a little solo at one point. This was a su-
perb arrangement and my favourite piece of the weekend. Tune swung
into tune and tempo swung into tempo, as we paced along in time to the
baton. No singing allowed on this occasion, but I was singing in my head
as many of us must have been.

A particular pleasure during the weekend was getting a chance to hear
some playing by individuals and small groups who came with a piece for
the showcase. The sun shone in on Sunday afternoon, as we listened to
these special performances. I did not note them down so cannot name
names but they were all good. And, of course, there was some session
playing later in the evenings and some dancing too. My thanks to Steve
for his conducting and his many jokes and to Dave Townsend, composer,
arranger and chief of the Daves who made up 15% of the band. Finally,
thanks to Jenny and Peter for providing such an all-round enriching and
nourishing weekend at Hawkwood. <>

Next year’s  Concertina Band Weekend will take place 28 -30 January
2011. More news in next Concertina World. (PS)

Anglo Musings
The Anglo-German Concertina: A Social History

Dan Worrall

Many of you know that I have been working off and on for about five
years now on a history of the Anglo concertina. That work is now
finished; is now out, at Amazon.com. There are two volumes, with 620
pages, over 440 illustrations, and 28 transcriptions. The book
concentrates on the people who have played both German and Anglo-
German instruments from the time of Carl Uhlig's invention of 1834 to
the present, and includes chapters on England, Ireland, Africa (both
Boers and various African ethnic groups), Australia, New Zealand, and
North America, as well as concertina use at Sea. A final chapter deals
with the fascinating evolution in playing styles from Victorian times to
today in these various locales, including note-for-note transcriptions of
many early recorded players from around the globe.
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More information, including
downloadable copies of the Table of
Contents, Summary, and
Acknowledgments as well as reviews
(as they become available), is at my
website at www.angloconcertina.org,
where there are also links to the
retail sales site at Amazon books--or
one can easily search the site
www.amazon.com for the books. I've
submitted the books to PICA for
review, as well as to a group of
traditional music journals in England,
Ireland, Australia and South Africa.
Copies have been placed in the
following libraries: US Library of
Congress (Washington), Center for
the Study of Free Reed Instruments,

CUNY Graduate Center (New York); Vaughan Williams Memorial Library
at Cecil Sharp House (London); Irish Traditional Music Archive (Dublin);
National Library of Australia (Canberra), and the National Library of New
Zealand (Wellington). My deepest thanks to all the scores of people
around the world who helped me
on this effort, including many ICA
members. <>

I have bought the books and read
the first 20 pages. It is very good
and easy reading. I look forward
to reading the rest of the many
pages. PS
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Steel Skies  TSCD427,  Alistair Anderson and The Steel Skies Band

Review by Peter Dyson

As part of their 70th anniversary celebrations, Topic Records has
remastered and re-released Alistair Anderson's groundbreaking 1982
recording “Steel Skies”, made with The Steel Skies Band.

The recording was conceived as a whole, a suite; modern music that has
deep roots in the tradition, played by seasoned folk musicians. The
arrangements were carefully worked out, with instruments arriving and
leaving as the music advanced; harmony parts were added, and musical
themes appeared and re-appeared. This in sharp contrast to the other
recordings of the time, where most of the instruments played together in
unison. Listen to “The Ironbridge” as a good example of this. Here is a
simplified description of the arrangement. The piece begins with
concertina, violin and flute playing the melody, then the second violin
joins in with harmony as the concertina drops out. Then the flute appears
playing a third line with the mandolin, and the concertina reappears
playing the melody. Then the viola joins in with yet another line. By now
all five musicians are playing at the same time, but they are all playing
different lines led by the concertina. The piece ends with all the musicians
coming back to play the melody in unison.

Players in The Steel Skies band are; Alistair Anderson, English concertina
and Northumbrian smallpipes; Tony Corcoran, violin; Martin Dunn, flute,
piccolo, and whistle; Robin Dunn, mandolin; Chuck Fleming, violin, viola,
and mandolin.
                                              (picture of the book with the music):

The CD liner notes include the original essay
Alistair wrote to accompany the 1982 release,
and as a major bonus, a new, longer essay
written in 2009 that fills in a lot more
background detail of what Alistair and the
musicians were thinking as they made this
recording. There is also a little history here
too, describing the establishment of Folkworks
in 1986, The Sage Gateshead, and  the
Newcastle University folk-music degree
course.

Go to www.topicrecords.co.uk for a complete
track listing, and to buy the CD. In North
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America, you can buy the CD from Bagpipediscs at
www.bagpipediscs.com, The Button Box (www.buttonbox.com) or from
Elderly Instruments (www.elderly.com).

The tunes, arrangements, and playing on this CD sound every bit as fresh
as the day the original LP was released. Many of the tunes on this
recording have made their way into the modern session and dance
repertoire, and have been recorded by artists as musically diverse as
Kathryn Tickell and Martin Simpson. <>

Portrait of a Concertina CD-SDL 351

Review by Peter Dyson

Saydisc has re-released Dave Townsend's 1985 “Portrait of a Concertina”
recording on CD, to go along with his 1998 Serpent Press recording
“Concertina Landscape”.      Picture of the first edition on cassette.ps:

“Portrait of a Concertina” represents a complete
picture of Dave's very broad concertina repertoire,
with a very nice blend of folk tunes and art music
tracks. And one tune, Hubert Hupfeld's “As Time
Goes By” from the film “Casablanca”, that falls
nicely between the two, to land squarely in the mid-

20th century English concertina “Dancing with Ma
Baby” tradition.

Several of the tracks feature Nick Hooper playing
classical guitar, often as accompaniment, but
sometimes taking the lead with the concertina
switching over to provide the support.

The musical range on this CD is extremely wide; the CD features music

from the 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries, in many different styles.
Of the folk tunes, several stand out, including the 3/2 hornpipe “Three
Rusty Swords”,  “The Cuckoo's Nest”, and “Down the Waggon Way”. And
on the art music side, Monti's “Csardas”, with the guitar and concertina
locked together in the fast passages, is played with great precision and a
certain devil-may-care flamboyance. The six-part “Suite in E minor” by
Bach, the longest track on the CD at just over 10 minutes, showcases
another side of Dave's solo playing with its beautiful melody and then
two- and three-part counterpoint.
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Like many of the Saydisc recordings of the mid-1980s, the recording
engineer used more reverb than we are used to hearing these days; the
recording has a definite large-room sound.

Go to www.saydisc.com for a complete track listing and purchase
information. In North America, you can buy the CD from The Button Box
(www.buttonbox.com) or from Elderly Instruments (www.elderly.com).

The playing on this CD is confident and precise, the music varied and
carefully chosen, and the whole thing is a real treat to listen to. And it
makes a very good companion to Dave's other solo CD, “Concertina
Landscape”. Buy them both. And finally, the Wheatstone concertina
shown on the CD cover still hovers just above the surface of the table
just as it did on the LP cover; some things don't change. <>

Scan Tester. ‘I Never Played To Many Posh Dances.’ Topic Records
TSCD581D.

Roger Digby

The 1990 double album of the same name, which was later kept available
in cassette form by Veteran Records, now reappears as a double CD as

one of seven reissues from Topic Records to mark their 70th anniversary.
It contains six extra tracks from the recordings of Peter Kennedy to which
Topic now has access. (I’m sure I’m not the only person salivating with
anticipation at this marriage of Kennedy’s huge sound archive and Topic’s
sensitive and thoughtful presentation policy.) The extra tracks are two
snippets of conversation, two tantalisingly short extracts of song and two
brief tune sets – not much more than five minutes - and all reflecting
Scan Tester’s more conventionally traditional repertory as was the case
with the original vinyl.

I reviewed the original release for Musical Traditions and this piece is
available on line at Paul Schwartz’s excellent ‘concertina.net’, a website
with which, surely, every reader of this magazine is in frequent contact.
The only part of that review which I shall repeat is to restate the
thoroughness with which Reg Hall placed Tester within his social and
musical community and how important this is as an element in
understanding the function of a traditional musician. Reg Hall’s book of
the same name is available free in facsimile from the Musical Traditions
website, www.mustrad.org (not .com as it says on the CD!!).

When the vinyl albums eventually appeared, after a very long gestation
period, the expectation had created a void which was waiting to be filled.
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Enthusiasts for rural English dance music knew of Tester but few had
heard him; anglo players in particular were desperate to hear the music
of someone who was preceded by such a strong reputation. The albums
did not disappoint in any way. <>

Three recent Irish CDs featuring concertina.

Harry Scurfield

In Ireland, the “concertina” is almost exclusively the Anglo, and the three
CDs here are all fine examples of its use within Irish tradition, and
together have links which almost span the history of the instrument in
that music.

Claire Keville (as those who attended Swaledale this year know) is a
great player, originally from Claran, near Headford in Co. Galway, but
with long associations with Co. Clare. (Check out her traditional music
programme “Music In The Glen”, which you can get early on Tuesday evening on your
computer at www.clare.fm. Her CD, “The Daisy Field” (CKCD002), is a well-
chosen selection, beautifully played, with gentle and unobtrusive
accompaniment on guitar (Terence O’Reilly), piano (Geraldine Cotter),
fiddle (Liam Lewis) and from Claire’s sister Breda also on fiddle. Claire
also plays three harpsichord solos. Her concertina style is steeped in the
tradition, but is also very much her own, and, - without proclaiming
technical flashiness - Claire uses her fine technique to express the value
of the music itself, with neat octave passages, a steady rhythm, and
decorations that enhance a tune, rather than simply being “clever”.
Overall, lovely playing! (And Claire sends thanks to the Dippers for the
fantastic little instrument!)

Tom Carey learned initially from Michael “Stack” Ryan, who was born at

the end of the 19th century; the third album, a double CD, possibly
reaches even further back. “The Humours of Tulla”, subtitled “A collection
of music, songs, stories and poetry reflecting the rich cultural heritage of
East Clare” is largely “archive material”, with - of course - half a dozen
good concertina tracks. We find, as one would expect, contemporary
tunes from the always wonderful Mary MacNamara and Kate McNamara,
(who have both taught at Swaledale!) but also most interesting home or
“field” recordings of players like Paddy Grogan and John Naughton,
bearers of a tradition from many years earlier. There is here, too, a fine
lesson in
 what the old-style German concertina can do, on “The Star of Munster”,
with tremendous verve and drive from the hands of Michael O’Donoghue,
recorded in 1972 at the age of 84. The album is put out by the Tulla
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branch of Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Eireann, and features other fine players of
other instruments, too.

All three albums reviewed here may be obtained from - amongst other
places - Custy’s Music Shop in Ennis, Co. Clare,
http://www.custysmusic.com phone (00353) 656821727, e-mail:
custys.ennis@eircom.net.<>

                                 Would you like to have  your event published:

                Mail both  newsletter@concertina.org and/or webmaster@concertina.org
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CONCERTINA ERGONOMICS 8.  Modifications and redesigning
Göran Rahm

8.1 General reflections
In the previous articles I have tried to present a systematic survey of
some aspects of ergonomic importance related to management of the
concertinas. Two contrary attitudes to the matters have been described a)
“Fitting the man to the task” which includes the measures learning to
master the instrument ‘as it is’ and b) “Fitting the task to the man” with a
focus rather on adaptation of the instrument and methods to suit any user
which is one of the prime objects for general ergonomic interest. The latter
aspect raises the questions whether the traditional design of the
instrument and methods of using it might be modified in various ways in
order to suit the player and performance of music more sufficiently. Some
proposals   have been presented in earlier articles regarding size, shape,
keyboard, buttons, handle, supports, playing posture and ways of holding the
instrument. If such measures are justified in theory are there any
prospects that they can be put into practice?

8.2 History
Throughout history our everyday tools have changed. When and why that
happens is not always easy to understand. Occasionally novelties come up
from accidental inventiveness, sometimes because of sudden needs and
other times because new methods of production have been introduced.
Look at “scissors” for example. The type similar to “sheep shears” has been
known since early history but to some surprise the riveted type actually
existed in ancient Rome as well but it took some thousand years until it
captured the market during the “industrial revolution” and the expansion
of steel enterprise in Sheffield.  The concertinas as we know them today
have been basically unchanged for 150 years and some players take that
as a proof that the design was “perfect” from the beginning. It may be
worth considering that accordions have undergone much greater changes
during the same historic period and so have bicycles, which were
introduced roughly at the same time. Why not concertinas? A guess might
be that they had a rather concentrated period of great popularity, but
production almost stopped in the 1930s when that period ended.

8.3 Potential for concertina redesign
Some of the suggested modifications were introduced already 10 years
ago in ICA Newsletter 410, 416 and 420. There have been discussions on
similar matters in various fora on and off and it is obvious that people as
always object to changes; firstly for conservative reasons, secondly
because individual players adapt to the circumstances in different ways
and after that has happened the individual interest for changes is much
reduced. This tendency may be even more evident in music occupations
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than in other work situations because the strenuous period of learning to
master a musical instrument may be several years compared to the learning
phase of most everyday tools or common office and industry instruments
which may be much shorter.

Over the years I have discussed these matters with several of today’s
concertina producers in order to find out what the obstacles may be to
realise some ergonomic improvement of the design; both generally −
regarding all kinds of concertinas − and specifically − regarding different
traditional models.  Some arguments have come up regularly: a) the
 small scale production on individually ordered manufacture basis mostly
 due to tight economic conditions cannot carry the costs for experimenting
and development  b) due to this any design prototype or model must be
paid for by an individual customer’s order and these occur, but are few
because c) the vast majority of newly ordered instruments belong to the
mainstream of traditionally constructed models. Some producers certainly
would – not least for their own curiosity – be willing to make even
extraordinary novelties if only someone would actually order them.

Consequently the small scale production may facilitate introduction of
modified/redesigned models, if customers are motivated, understand the
potential of improvements, and place orders accordingly.  Alternatively
some industrial producer with good finances might gamble on a fresh
market and accept the development costs for a redesigned instrument if
the costs of production were reduced enough to enable the lower price of
the product to make it irresistibly attractive. That seems unlikely with
concertinas today - as long as there is little market demand for an
industrial cheap line model.  For such a demand to develop a guess is that
the one possible trigger might be that some great pop star would start
using a concertina on stage.

It is still doubtful whether a really cheap concertina is possible to produce
even though production of reed pans, actions and bellows may be much
simplified. The sound source remains expensive compared to electronic
devices which dominate the popular music scene today.

The conclusion seems to be that, while waiting for that possible star to
turn up, the realisation of ergonomically improved concertinas depends on
stimulated interest from enlightened well informed customers who start
ordering redesigned models instead of traditional ones.

8.4 Obstacles to redesign
As said above production conditions and a limited market demand do
reduce the potential for redesign of the instrument, but there are other
factors which may be at least as important. One may ask for instance if
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common valuations within the community of concertina players tend to
hold back rather than to stimulate development and measures to improve
ergonomic suitability. Signs may be noticed for example that exterior,
decoration and antiquity values can have great importance for
appreciation of concertinas which may seem slightly contradictory for a
musical device of which the qualities for musical performance might be
expected to have exclusive priority. Cultural traditions are likely to have a
conserving influence as well, for example regarding the use of Anglo
concertinas for the “traditional Irish” or Morris idioms.

8.5 Prospects
There are several construction and design features with concertinas which
are potential objects for redesign to improve the conditions for both
comfort and quality of performance. Knowledge about the possible
benefits is a prerequisite for progress and in future articles some
examples will be given as to what practical solutions may look like.<>

Rambling along
Göran Rahm

While reading Alan Dyer reporting his stage experience in the previous
issue I recalled some of the psychedelic happenings we encountered in
our performances with the "Swedish Concertina Society" – held in senior
clubs or old people's homes for strategic reasons since any entertainment
mostly was welcome and our shame at having people listening to our
noises was minimised, not least due to hearing capacities.  This is a
memory from one of our sessions:

- (we start playing)
- Can I have some coffee?
- They are playing !
- Saying? what ?
- You must be quiet, the are playing !
- What are you saying?
- Sh, sh they are playing !
- Are they playing??
- Yes, be quiet please !!!!
- Have they started yet?
- Yes !
- Can you pass me the sugar please?
- Here you are
- No, not milk , SUGAR !!
- Is someone playing ?
- Yes !!!
- What ?
- “Consolation“ by Mendelssohn
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- Händel’s son ? I didn’t know he had one
- Not Händel - Mendelssohn
- Mendel’s son ? I know the Mendels, they have two daughters…
- Not Mendel’s son - Mendelssohn
- Yes I heard you! but I never heard of a son. Maybe he is dead??
- Oh Dear, you don’t hear a thing do you…!?
- Thank you ! and my vision is perfect too! I am so glad for that
- Are they still playing??
-  Yes, quiet please !
-Tell me when they have finished !
- No I am not finished, I would like some more tea please
- No thank you, but another cup of coffee
- Please be quiet!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

- You have to speak louder, I don't hear !
- ( the tune ends, some clapping..)
- Why are they clapping? Someone made a speech?

- (in the lounge after the performance - Bach, Händel and Mendelssohn having been played)
- Thank you very much, pretty boxes you have showed us, would be
interesting to hear what they sound like....
- Thank you, very nice, but I must confess I do not understand
this modern music very well…jazz, was it? <>

Chat Column

Gill Noppen-Spacie

Well, it’s been very hectic indeed since I last wrote for this column – and
due to various things (mainly illness!) I didn’t manage to contribute last
time.  However, this does not mean I’ve been idle – far from it – so here
are a few little chatty snippets for you all this time, the focus seems to be
on women (all ages!) making big life changes:

So, who’s been doing what?

Well, I’m delighted to report that Molly Quinn, from Barnsley, who only
started learning to play English Concertina last May, is making excellent
progress.  Molly is a very young at heart 70 plus, and had never before
played anything – no, not the ubiquitous school recorder – and came from
a background of never having any musical theory knowledge either.  A huge
and somewhat daunting challenge, but Molly is a very determined lady, and
as the months have passed she’s grown increasingly confident with her
playing.
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Molly wanted to play for her son and his family, to show them what she’d
been doing, so I suggested perhaps a little Christmas Carol Concert – which
they could all enjoy both listening to and singing along.  Between us we
compiled a list of carols, and put them in a suitable order – I produced a
proper programme – headed “Molly’s Quintessential Christmas Carol
Concert”, and we practised – lots.

This culminated in a very magical evening in early December, where a
concertina trio (Molly, Mike Noppen and myself) entertained her family.
I’m pleased to say it all went very well indeed, and everyone enjoyed it.
Molly’s Grandfather was there with us too – smiling out from his framed
photograph – it had been him who initially inspired Molly’s desire to learn,
as he himself played concertina.  We started off each carol very simply,
with Molly playing solo, in order to set the speed herself – then, I joined
in, and next Mike joined me (Molly dropped out) to play the carols in parts
– some of which had been arranged for us by Chantal!  This allowed her
family – and Molly, of course – to hear what the music sounded like with
more than one instrument playing.  The evening finished with Molly’s
youngest grand-daughter reading two poems which she’d chosen herself
and been secretly rehearsing – after school – at Molly’s house.  All in all, it
was a truly magical evening, and left everyone with memories to cherish.

One problem which Molly has to face is her dog, Sally – she HOWLS when
Molly plays the concertina.  My three dogs just quietly listen, or go to sleep.
I visited Molly at home to see whether the “Sally Effect” was confined to
her particular instrument – or just any concertina – and it was interesting
to see that when Molly played, Sally’s ears went back – and then – she
HOWLED – as if in real anguish.  When I played, Sally came over, watched
– and after some time – howled – but – not as heartily nor for as long.  We
discussed possible strategies – and decided that perhaps bribery was best
(well, it always seems to work with both animals and children!).  Now, when
Molly plays, Sally is given a treat if she sits quietly – RESULT!!!

Much, much further afield now for our next bit of “Chat”:

Nepalese Venture!

Another Yorkshire-based lady, and good friend, Elizabeth Shadbolt, from
Netherthong, nr Holmfirth, has made a huge and enormously challenging
life change – she and her husband, Jonathan, have moved to Nepal for
some 27 months to work for VSO on overseas aid and education
schemes.  Both are primary school teachers, but Elizabeth had long
hoped to work overseas when a suitable time came – well, now that their
three children have all graduated, the time was ripe!
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After taking lessons in the Nepalese language – and script – with the
manager of a Nepalese restaurant in Huddersfield – the Shadbolts were
ready to go – so, in the middle of November they left a cold, wet and chilly
Yorkshire to go to the cold, and VERY hilly (think Everest!) Nepal.  Elizabeth
has taken an English concertina with her, kindly loaned by a good friend
(she didn’t want to take her vintage Wheatstone out to Nepal).  Members
who know Elizabeth will remember her as being tall, and very slim, with
short dark hair – you may have seen her at Swaledale, or playing at West
Gallery and Concertina Band workshops at Whitby.

Elizabeth had been inspired to play after watching duet player Tim Laycock
entertain children at Netherthong Primary School.  Some months later, a
concertina (English!) had been duly purchased, and Chantal Noppen was
giving Elizabeth lessons.  (Chantal had herself been a pupil at Netherthong
Primary School.)

The preparation for their new life in Nepal was very intensive – and one
lesson which Elizabeth had to master was that of NOT using her LEFT hand!
As a left hander myself, I know how hard it is when you’re unable to use
your left hand…  Communications with Nepal are interesting and tricky, but
we’ve had two letters (emailed) from Elizabeth since they went.  Mostly,
they’ll be working with schemes to enable and empower village women, so
the work will be extremely challenging, to give you some idea of life out
there, here are a few extracts.

“We walk to the Language School along unmade roads –very dusty – and
watch life going on in the streets.  People are poor here and they cope
cheerfully.  Lots of them wear face masks as the dust is awful.  We see
people on the pavements mending shoes or with a sewing machine doing
tailoring jobs – they just set up ‘shop’ on the side of the road.  We saw a
wedding today just by the guest house – and a few men with brass musical
instruments wearing red costumes.  Afterwards they had the wedding meal
at the side of the street on a patch of ground where the animals are usually
tethered – they were sitting on the ground with their special clothes on.
We often see open butchers' shops – with very unpleasant bits of meat and
lots of flies everywhere (no fridges of course).  Another sight which never
fails to interest is old men with large things like wardrobes on their backs
– removals Nepali way.  Lots of dogs in various states of unkemptness lie
on the pavements asleep all day and bark/fight most of the night.”

“After about four weeks at the college we go to a village about an hour walk
away down a track.  Apparently the women amongst us have to wear robe
things because there is communal washing at a pipe and we have to wash
while wearing this outfit – can’t wait!  We have been warned it will be very
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cold so I am going to take an excessive amount of clothes to wear – and
that is just in bed.”

“I was told not to give or receive anything in my left hand today.  Food
such as curry is often eaten using fingers, and I must use my right hand.
That will take some remembering, I can tell you, as a left hander.  I think
I will have to write a big reminder on my hand saying NO while I am in the
village. ”

“The only way to post letters is in a post office miles away.  There are post
boxes, although we have never seen one, but we have been told never to
use them as post will disappear.  You never see anyone deliver post.”

“We are even getting used to the daily power cuts – in Kathmandu valley
they are going to go up to 16 hours a day soon, and that is most days.
You get used to the little tiny shops with candles as their only source of
light.  People burn bits of newspaper in the evenings to keep warm while
they are selling things by the roadside.  Rubbish takes more getting used
to.  It does not seem to be collected, but when it is, a number of people
come with hand carts and sort through it – so they can sell on the useful
things I think.  That must be why you never see cardboard boxes or empty
plastic bottles by the roadside.”

“I’ll end with the Nepali greeting, used to say good morning, hello, good
evening…  Namaste (literally I recognise the God in you).  Elizabeth (and
Jonathan)”

Now for a little bit from the second letter:  “We will be sitting on the floor
to eat, and must make sure that we don’t sit with the soles of our feet
pointing at someone as that is considered the ultimate in rudeness.”

…  “I want to try my hand at milking a water buffalo but am not sure if this
is a job that women do.  If it is a job that men do, it would be a first, because
Nepali women do so many jobs while the men lounge around.  This is not
just observation – a lot of the cultural training we are receiving is about
the hard life women lead in Nepal.  A number of the volunteers are going
to work specifically with women’s groups working on empowerment.  I find
it hard to accept the sight of women labouring in the fields, often with babies
on their backs, or working on road building.  One sight I found I kept
thinking about, was of a woman mixing what appeared to be concrete with
her bare arms at the side of the road, and with her baby of about 10 months
sitting on a dirty piece of cardboard trying to reach her.  We see lots of
children obviously not in school, and one of our jobs is to work on a bridging
programme to help children particularly from the low caste group, the Dalits,
reintegrate into school.”
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Wow!  Also, about to make a huge lifestyle change is my daughter,
Chantal Noppen:
Chantal, as many of you know, graduated in Folk and Traditional Music from
Newcastle University, using English Concertina and Trumpet.  She then
spent a year living on the tiny island of Iona, working for the Iona
Community.  Since then she’s been a full time Youth Worker for All Saints’
Church, Gosforth, Newcastle, but has always felt called towards the Anglican
church.  I’m delighted to report that she’s just heard (Friday) that the BAP
(Bishops Advisory Panel) has given her full approval to study for Ordination!
This will mean a further three years' study, before being ordained.  It is
however, the outcome of a journey which, for her, began while still in her
teens.  We’re not sure yet where she’ll be training, but she’s hoping it’ll be
either near Oxford or in Cambridge. <>

Email from Ricardo Teruel

Personally I like the music tremendously.  In CW 443, 2009 you find an
interview with Ricardo Teruel and more links to his music.  I recognise
the problems he mentions in getting the music performed. PS

At long last I've uploaded the video of the premiere of my Concertino Nº2
for concertina and compact orchestra that I played in June, last year.

I'm not too satisfied with the results,... but I've since realized that you
have to appreciate the effort and what you get. . The tempi are good, the
balance not too good (there are a lot of things happening in the
orchestra), the original percussion is for one player
My music is very demanding rhythmically and the playing isn't tight
enough and I would have liked more precision but,... enough. I think the
music comes out anyway, and the more I hear the recording (and forget
about the negative incidents), the more I like it. I also have my share of
mistakes as soloist. The orchestra players did the best they could and
liked the challenge.

I hope it's good enough for others to appreciate it, specially orchestras
that could program it.
You can find  the whole piece at my vimeo channel:
http://vimeo.com/channels/ricteruel or at http://vimeo.com/9329885
or each movement individually on my youtube channel:
http://www.youtube.com/ricteruel
You can download the score and parts (and mp3s of the midi rendering)
at: http://ricardoteruel.blogspot.com/2009/03/concertino-n2-para-
concertina
inglesa.htmlhttp://ricardoteruel.blogspot.com/2009/03/concertino-n2-
para-concertina-inglesa.html <>
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David Lee Remembered
From Christian Emms on behalf of East London Concertina Players

I first met David some years ago when Maureen and I occasionally played
with Chiltinas.  I’m notoriously vague about dates although I expect Geoff
Thorp can put me straight about how long ago, but we re-made David’s
acquaintance at the Hawkwood Concertina Band Weekend in 2004.  This
was David’s first visit there and it was as a  “new boy” (his description,
not mine) that he was asked to write an appreciation of the weekend for
Concertina World.  If you have back copies of the magazine his review is
well worth revisiting as a splendid example of how to include all the
details and capture the atmosphere of an excellent meeting on one side
of A4.

In one of many conversations during that weekend David asked if he
might join East London Concertina Players for their practice sessions and
he first came along in February that year and despite the seventy-five
mile or so round journey he was a regular member of the group from
then on.

From the outset David’s contribution to the group was obvious.  Quiet,
competent, yet self-effacing, any comments he made as we got to know
each other better were relevant, pertinent and hugely encouraging to all
of us.  It was hard to believe that he had described himself arriving at
Hawkwood “apprehensive about what I would find and if I could cope”.

Over the years David hardly missed a monthly practice in Wanstead and
we established the habit of returning the compliment by having our
“works outing” at Great Easton each July – pub lunch followed by practice
in David’s sitting room.  We went this summer too.  We had been
hesitant about suggesting it as when he came to the June practice he was
obviously very unwell, (we discovered later that that was the last
occasion on which he drove anywhere) but we got an email asking us to
go ahead.  It was typical of David’s generosity that when we arrived he
had written a message enquiring if we had enjoyed our meal.

About six weeks before his death, although he was very frail by this time,
he said he wanted to see us and Maureen and I went up to Great Easton
taking all the three-part arrangements we could find.  We had enough
music for an hour but in the event only managed to play for half that
time.  Before we left he indicated a box full of folders of music, labelled
and organised for return to the various groups of which he was a
member.  There seemed to be so many.  The folder for East London
Concertina Players contained all the music that in the five years he was
with us we had played at our monthly meetings including many pieces
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that he had begged, borrowed, downloaded or arranged himself.  Among
them was a setting which we had had no chance to play before he died.
When we do we will remember David, a most valued and greatly missed
member of our group. <.>

My University Music Course

Anne Gregson

This is my fifth article about being a mature student doing a BA in music
at Bath Spa University part-time. It's now January of my second first year
and although I'm not doing any essays or compositions this year they're
still managing to keep me busy practising my singing, singing with the
choir and madrigal group, singing songs in song class and playing the
gamelan.

I have had to do two singing exams, a technical exam which included an
Italian aria and an English song and some sight-singing which I'm dread-
ful at. Still the songs brought my overall mark up to a pass, and marks in
the first year don't go towards my degree. I thought I would do much
better in my recital which was an English song with piano accompaniment
and two unaccompanied songs. Although I'd practiced the song Come
Sing and Dance by Herbert Howells and sung along with a CD when it
came to the exam I still got out of step with the piano. I realised that for
the last 20 years or so I've been playing mostly by ear and have done
very little sight reading, even with the concertina, and have got out of
the habit of keeping time. For my next exam I understand that I have to
sing in German. This is cruel!

Among the things I've enjoyed were a performance with the choir and
orchestra of Stravinsky's mass, and also a performance of madrigals in
Musica Viva, the free lunchtime concerts.  There are two more concerts
planned this year for the madrigal group, one in a rush hour concert in
the centre of Bath and another one on a Summer evening in the beautiful
Iford Garden by the River Frome just outside the next village to us.
 Years ago Chris and I performed at Iford with our concertinas and loved
it.

One of the highlights of the year is always the Christmas carol service at
Bath Abbey.  It's mostly a concert by our choir and chamber choir (I'm
not in the chamber choir because I can't sight-sing well enough - yet).
 As well as arrangements of traditional carols the chamber choir per-
formed 4 carols composed by third year students. These all showed re-
markable talent and excellent use of harmony and the beautiful singing of
the chamber choir gave them a great uplifting quality.
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Recently there was a free evening concert in the auditorium by oboe
player Christopher Redgate. Most of the pieces he played were by the
students with a few other pieces including one of his own
compositions. I'm always impressed with the students' pieces and one
that I found particularly interesting examined speech patterns and their
tonality. It used a background of conversation of many people in a large
room and from time to time a fragment of a phrase would come to the
forefront and then the oboe would play the notes of the voice and would
add new phrases onto the first as they appeared. Some of the snatches
were quite amusing such as 'He's very handsome' 'He's so sweet' and 'I
think you're absolutely gorgeous'.

Although I'm writing this during half term, we don't get half terms off -
we don't even get bank holidays - and of course neither do the lecturers.
 In fact I spent all day last Sunday in a gamelan workshop with a visiting
expert, Pete Smith, teaching us, along with our usual instructor Matthew
who was also learning with us. We weren't the only people around be-
cause there was an all day rehearsal for the opera going on at the same
time and some students had to make a choice between the two.  We all
brought packed lunches because the canteen was closed.

Actually I do get time off this week because it's opera week and all lec-
tures and ensembles are cancelled while the cast and orchestra and eve-
ryone who's involved in Mozart's Don Giovanni do their final rehearsals
and then the performances on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday in a the-
atre in Bath. I bet they're feeling nervous already. In the week leading up
to Easter they will be performing it again in the auditorium at the Michael
Tippet Centre at the university - I think I'll wait until then to see it.

If anyone reading this lives near Bath and fancies going to any of these
performances let me know. Some of them cost money to get into but not
all. There's usually a free 'Musica Viva' concert on Wednesday lunchtimes
at the university. Apart from Don Giovanni the next big concert will be
Mozart's Requiem at Wells Cathedral. I shall be hiding amongst the so-
pranos, standing out from the crowd only by my grey hair. <>
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Interview  Keith Kendrick (PS)
I have left out most questions because it all tells it’s own story.

I (Keith) in fact play both English and Anglo systems.  The first I played
was English after watching Roger Watson and Alistair Anderson in the late
60's.  Roger was a great influence on me around that time (and has
remained so to the present day) and was the one who showed me the
ropes.  Alistair was the other great inspiration who, through his
performance, showed me another approach to using the instrument.

What is funny is that, soon after that I heard a recording of John
Kirkpatrick playing an Anglo which I thought was an English! This spurred
me on to try and duplicate the sound he was making with no knowledge
of the system he was playing at all which might account for the way I
approach my playing of the English to this day!

However, it wasn't long after that I discovered the Anglo system for real
and was awe struck by its auto-rhythmic characteristics and set about
learning that.  I applied it mainly to dance playing and moved over
straight away from English to Anglo for that function. Though I have
continued to play both systems for all kinds of applications since.
Interestingly enough, my partner Sylvia in fact plays the McCann Duet
and we frequently perform pieces that combine that instrument with both
English and Anglo.

I like to think that the concertina chose me rather than the other way
around...:-) But I am still fascinated by the musical completeness of
these wonderful pieces of inventive genius - not least for their portability,
but much more than that - they are, for me, the perfect chromatic
musical instrument in all of their systems. I think perhaps the Duet is the
most encompassing of the three functionally even though I don't play
one....I'm looking into it...:-)

It has always puzzled me why it hasn't become recognised as England's
National Musical Instrument given that it was invented, developed and
perfected and marketed by an Englishman but, we don't, more strangely,
have a National Musical Instrument - like most other Countries do.

Which one do you use for what or do your prefer?

OK - that's quite a difficult one as there are many criteria that might lead
to a particular decision. Generally, I am more likely to use the Anglo for
songs that lend themselves to a rhythmic treatment - sometimes
incorporating a Morris dance tune or country dance tune or even using or
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adapting a Morris tune for the song melody itself (but by no means
always) and also for songs that I can sing in the key of 'D' as that is the
principal key that my main instrument is pitched in (D/A).  English is
used often for more unphrased song deliveries or songs with an element
of poignancy or that are moving in some way - but again not exclusively.

There are some examples of my solo work at:
www.myspace.com/keithkendrickcom and much information about other
examples among my recording catalogue on my independent website:
www.keithkendrick.com

With regard to multi-use with the Anglo/English and Duet, we play a lot
of country dance and Morris tunes using both combinations - but the
Anglo/Duet one is mostly employed when we play together for the
Winster Morris Men.  We have a particular song for which we employ the
English/Duet scheme (which lends itself beautifully to the characteristic
waltz time of the piece) that was written by the delightful Laurie Holland
from New York called 'Didn't I Dance?'  But as I say, how we arrive at our
decision making for the different uses of the combinations is not
something you can strictly pin down...:-)
Sadly, to date there are no recorded examples of the combination stuff
but watch this space - it won't be long....:-)

As far as the Folk circuit goes, I mostly perform either solo or in
harmonious duo with my partner Sylvia Needham (here and abroad) with
whom I also front two regular folk music events on a monthly basis 1)
The Old Oak Concert Series  and 2) The Gaol Folk Club. I also work with
dedicated Maritime trio called Three Sheets to the Wind with Derek
Gifford and Geoff Higginbottom. '3 Sheets' works extensively throughout
the folk and maritime world over here and also abroad.

In addition to that I have a nine piece ensemble of local pro and semi-pro
musicians and singers 'The RAM Company' which I formed to promote
large scale stage presentations on a themed basis and with a tendency
towards local traditions in direction. Our first production 'Waltzers &
Wonders - The Wakes is in Town', which is based on a whole suite of
songs about the Travelling English Fair Ground, is just taking off with
engagements at Festivals and large theatres all over the UK. The suite is
written almost entirely by one of the group members Ian Carter. Ian and
I were both in the last line-up of the celebrated and now much lamented
(I'm told..:-) English folk group Muckram Wakes whose founder, John
Tams, wrote a seminal fairground song called 'The Pulling Down Song'
which much later became Ian's inspiration for the massive outpouring
that produced this song cycle. Concertinas and other squeezeboxes are
unignorably evident throughout this entire work.
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Over the last four years and up to right now I seem to have got myself
more and more involved with Professional live Theatre productions as
musician in situ or as Musical Director or both. These usually take a big
slice of one's available time and focus and tend to limit input into other
things one might be normally involved in. But I have to say - I thoroughly
enjoy this kind of work - it makes me creative in a different kind of way
to much of what I'm used to. I joined the Schtanhaus Theatre Company
(London) in 2005/6 for their national touring production of Jason & the
Argonauts where I played the part of Orpheus. The hitherto slightly moth
eaten mythical story unfolded out of the dream of a young Morris dancer
who was knocked unconscious at a 1930's era southern English Village
Fete....and he became...of course....Jason...fantastic!

...then came a stint at 'The Royal Shakespeare's Globe Theatre' in
London as 'The Ballad Singer' in a production of 'Holding Fire' by Jack
Shepherd all about the struggle of the Chartist movement in the mid 19C
England. Currently I am touring with 'The Cotton Grass Theatre
Company' in a play by Caroline Small about an Arctic expedition to find
the north west passage (in the footsteps of Franklyn) called 'The
Unknown Land' where I am on stage throughout as the only provider of
song and music - but occasionally I suddenly (and always very
temporarily) metamorphose into 'John Bright' the ship's musician and
storyteller who is (very conveniently) a concertina player!

The next project with Cotton Grass will be a play written by one of its
member actors (David Frederickson) to commemorate Cecil Sharp's visit
to Winster in 1908 to note down and collect the Morris dances and tunes
of the village. It is called 'A Nest if Singing Birds' with three actors and a
band of three musicians/singers. The pilot for this has already been
staged (2008 Centenary celebration of the visit in Winster) but needs
expansion before it can tour the playhouses.

Tutoring is something I do quite a bit of. Only this last weekend I was
guest at the 'International Concertina Association' AGM delivering a
session on the subject and value of playing by ear. Last month I did the
Concertinas at Witney Tutorial in Oxfordshire and in March 2010 I will be
teaching all weekend at The Kilve Concertina Convention in Somerset.

Amid all this, Sylvia and I produce other dedicated shows for festivals
and theatres on a variety of subjects and involve other singers and
musicians whenever we can. But everything we do features very strongly,
our beloved instruments of joy - our concertinas!

Keep Music Real and please support your local Folk Club.<>
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WEB’S WONDERS

Chris Timson
A column about concertinas on the Internet, by
someone who spends entirely too much time there.

This is number 9 in a series of articles about sites
that I have found on the World Wide Web that I
think that other concertina players would be
interested in.

Myspace and Youtube:

http://www.myspace.com/
http://www.youtube.com/

As promised last time, here is my article about concertinas on Myspace
and Youtube. There’s been a lot of buzz in recent years about sites that
people use to keep in contact with each other in various ways and for
various reasons, but I’m not going to talk about that, largely because
sites like Twitter don’t interest me greatly (but see below). Myspace
started in the same way, but did one thing that makes it particularly
interesting for us. They set up a special section for musicians. Basically a
musician or band can join Myspace. Myspace then gives them space on
their servers to set up their own web pages, including music that anyone
can listen to. Concertina players can be found among them. Here are
some that I’ve found, in no particular order:-

Follow http://www.myspace.com/ with Description
timsonandgregson Our page. Modesty forbids, etc
431899622 Anglo wizard Alan Day’s page. No music in the usual way but
links to some great videos of him playing.
keithkendrickcomParticularly liked Keith Kendrick’s Derby Footrace.
brianpetersfolk Great video of Brian Peters playing The Dallas Rag on
anglo as well as lots of info about Brian’s present doings.
andy_turner Lovely playing from one of my favourite anglo players.
dickglasgow Some super English concertina playing from Dick Glasgow,
aka Scottish Concertina, plus some great videos of Simon Thoumire in full
flight.
timlaycock A lovely rendition of The Horseman from Tim Laycock,
accompanied on  his Crane Duet.
There are more to be found, although I have to say I always find
Myspace’s search facilities a little clunky. Not so Youtube, the other site
under consideration here.
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Youtube, if you haven’t already met it, is a vast repository for video clips,
usually of the order of a few minutes long. You can spend days browsing
amongst the weird and wonderful delights on offer. Furthermore,
although you have to be a member to place videos on Youtube you don’t
have to be to view them. Fortunately the search facility is easy and
effective. Just type the word “concertina” into the search box on the front
page and you’ll get 9810 results back (at the time of writing). Not all of
them are relevant – the first item is a concertina-free rock band! But the
very next item is Irish concertina maestro Niall Vallely. A little further
down the first page is “English Concertina for Beginners Part 1” by a
rather nice player called just Martyn. Just below that is “Hayden Duet
Concertina: Waltz Medley” beautifully played by Jeff Leff. And so it goes
on.

The amount of concertina music here for the listening and viewing is
huge! You can search for some of your favourite names. Search on Peter
Trimming, for instance, and you get 650 results – t’lad has been very
busy recording himself and many of the videos are exemplary (actually,
once again not all these are Mr Trimming, you get videos like “Peter trims
his nose hair” to contend with as well). Have fun with this site, but be
prepared to lose days just wandering around.

P.S. If someone is interested by sites like Twitter and thinks they have
something for concertina players I’d be more than happy to give this
column over to you for an issue. Also, if there are Internet topics you
would like to cover I would be happy to do my best for you. Either way,
get in touch with me at chris@concertina.info. <>
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No 325 NEWSLETTER March 1985
Editorial

Is the Concertina world really as cosy as we represent it in this newsletter or are
there harmful trends which too many of us prefer to ignore? The following letter, from
Derrick Hale of Derby raises a number of issues concerning all of us who would like to
see a growth in the popularity of the Concertina.

"When I have visited Folk Festivals recently I have found that I have been one of very
few Concertina players (and yes, I have seen your Sidmouth reports) but, while there are
more Anglo players around now than ten years ago, there are fewer people in total
actually to be seen with Concertinas, particularly English.
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—---------------------- (some text left out here)PS
So, what has happened over the last ten years or so? Prices of new instruments are high,
of course, something worth for the thought,

perhaps, in respect of use of labour-intensive engineering principles, limited competition,
but with due respect for those who produce new Concertinas of 'playable' - not imitation -
quality.

The picture thus becomes even more complicated. What next, then? Development?
Increasing enthusiasm? Demand? Protecting markets?

So, good and bad. I see an unhealthy cycle to the Concertina world - and I have to
say that some of the nicest people I have met have been Concertina players. Furthermore,
what does the ICA propose to do in order to ensure that the Concertina continues to be
played, and interest maintained, in its country of origin?"

Derrick Hale

Leighton Buzzard, 27th January 1985
report by Marian Janes

The meeting, organised by Pippa Sandford and Alan Dyer, took place at the Forster
Institute, Leighton Buzzard, and was attended by some thirty enthusiasts who braved the
inclement weather and inadequate heating for an afternoon's playing and listening.
—-------- (some left out)PS

Later in the afternoon we were treated to a concert by the New Mexborough Concertina
Band. This consisted of four players Nigel Pickles, Dick Miles, Rob McKay and Stove
Dickinson, who played the instruments used by the original Mexborough Concertina Band which
flourished in Yorkshire in the early decades of this century.
—---------(some left out)PS
The players produced a good, well-balanced sound,
free from the 'mud iness' one can he r from concertina ensembles, and this was as much to
do with the careful attention to the instruments' tuning as to the evident competence of
the players.

Life across the channel - outre-Manche Vivre

I noticed that the last issues of the Newsletter tend to be more 'overseas oriented'
than they used to be. Living usually far from Britain, I support warmly our 'redacteur'
for developing it in that direction. May this contribution show how necessary the News-
letter is for us poor, lonesome, Concertina players whose terrible fate it is to be born or
to live so far away from the British continent.

Not a problem in these days with the Internet, but he goes for a visit to the UK.PS

November is such a sunny season in England. Another of those lovely weekends (Polly
got a sunburst in the car when driving) was in Halsway Manor where I discovered the WCCP.
That warm and lively community let me experience that the thrill of playing together with
thirty people is definitely the Best Pill to Purge Melancholy!

There, I heard wonderful elder players, such as Harry Dunn, John Hutcherson and Tom
Jukes, whose skill and mastery was quite unbelievable for me, as I come from a country with-
out any Concertina tradition.

In spite of the perfect hexagonal shape of my native country, it has been terribly
painful to go back. After years of playing alone, what a wonderful experience and enrich-
ment it has been to meet you all. I can't say it in English. Merci, Polly! And thank you
Tom, Colin, Steve, Nigel, Malcolm, Ivan, Pippa, Geoff, Brian, Jenny, Alistair, the WCCP and
the others for all you learned me by hearing you play and playing with you.
 I'll be back! ........ Jean.

Other items in this Newsletter:
RECENT EVENTS

Edinburgh's "Celebrity Workshops"

THE BANDONEON AND CHEMNITZER CONCERTINAS

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Announcements  of events with a.o. Workshops and performances by Alistair Anderson and Douglas
Rogers and John Kirkpatrick in Paris. PS
This Newsletter is edited and produced by Colin M Turner, 309 Uggmere Court Road,
Ramsey Heights, HUNTINGDON, Cambs PE17 1RJ to whom you should send all your news, views;
comments, criticisms and, above all, news of Concertina activities and events.

25th February 1985
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And now to the present time with modern technique:

Please all members do check out the website if you have not done that
sofar. Within a reasonable time you may even receive an email with your
personal password. When you look at the website and you see a special
button “members” and if you are not able to login because you did not
receive an email........; please contact us. Maybe your email address was
not correct and we need to know your new or correct email address.

This was written 20 March and at that moment the webmaster was still
working on it.  And it may take a little time yet. Here are some pictures
of the website as it is but it may look slightly different again when you
see it thanks to our webmaster Michel.

 Have a look at

www.concertina.org

Once a month at least you will find tunes and other
interesting information.

Do not squeeze alone; join a group or organise a group and let us
know about it.
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                              May 14-16 May 2010

                               Swaledale Squeeze

This year's Swaledale Squeeze takes place from 14-16 May based around
Grinton Lodge (Youth Hostel) in the Yorkshire Dales. Guest Tutors are
John Kirkpatrick, Rob Harbron and Michael Hebbert and our Regular
Tutors will also be there: Harry Scurfield, Dave Ball, Carolyn Wade,
Pauline de Snoo and Paul Walker.
The programme should be ready shortly and if you've received
information in the past you will automatically receive it once it's ready. If
you haven't received information before (or have changed your email
address) and would like info, please could you email me and I'll forward it
in due course.

                Jane Edwards:  wrenbeck@googlemail.com

            Foss leading the dotty tunes session on Friday night. PS



If you want to participate in a growing and active group
of concertina players then become member of the

International Concertina Association

ICA

Membership is worldwide and covers a wide range of
interests and information

-  Regularly new information and tunes on website
- publication of the ICA magazine Concertina World with
    a music supplement
- publication of Papers of the ICA (PICA)
- all kinds of musical styles are represented
- all types of concertina are represented; english,

anglo and duet concertina
- information on and about concertina events,

workshops, weekends and other meetings
- information on instrument dealers, builders and

repairers
- sources of music
- contact between players
- concertina library
- concertina archive
-  sponsoring of events and players

                         www.concertina.org


